Week 9 Study Guide
Corral
Coral
Choral
Chorale

The pen or the fence that makes a holding enclosure, especially for animals
The tiny animals and their tiny skeletons that build oceanic reefs
A choir or chorus – a group of singers that perform together
A sacred piece of music, usually by Bach

Inverse
Taking the Inverse

The opposite operation in Math. You do the opposite operation, like addition is the opposite of subtraction,
because you want to get 1x all by itself alone on one side of the equation. Then you will know the answer to your
puzzle.

Probability

In math, you calculate the relative possibility that an event will happen. You express this by making a ratio of the
total number of heads (or tails) out of the total number of tries (possible occurrences). You can figure out the
relative possibility that someone will win. You make a ratio of the total number of winning rock, paper, scissors
games out of the total number of tries.
In casual English, you think there is a good chance that something will happen. When you see these clouds, you
know there is a strong possibility that it will rain.

Range

In statistics, you have a maximum number & you subtract the minimum number from it, because you care about
the limit of your possibilities… it’s the spread. In regular math, it is all the possible outputs from your function
machine.
In English, it also means *things in a line (*archers, mountains, the place where they line up), how far *things can
go (*vehicles, tones of voices, emotions), a place where things eat grass, and the cook stove with burners!

Strategy

You make a plan to help you win or solve a problem. You have to know before you go!

Symbol

In math, this is a sign that represents a big idea, such as an equal sign = meaning the two sides of the equation are
balanced. A *thing represents or stands for another idea *ideas or persons that suggest another meaning

Theme

These are the important life messages the author needs you to infer, the heart of the important ideas in your book.
It can also mean the inspiration, big idea, short melodies with variations that introduce a feeling or a character in
scores, the message about life, society, human nature, moral ambiguity, the conflicts we all face…

Visualize

A reading/thinking strategy: you create a picture or movie in your mind.
It’s almost like you see a photo, a movie or real life. You go there (where you are reading about).

